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Supplement to the Base Prospectus 

This supplement (the "Supplement") constitutes a supplement to the base prospectus dated 17 December 2021 

(the "Base Prospectus"), which constitutes a base prospectus for the purposes of Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 of 

the European Union ("the Prospectus Regulation") and for the purposes of the UK version of Regulation (EU) No 

2017/1129, which is part of UK law by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 of the UK (the "UK 

Prospectus Regulation"), prepared in connection with the issue of metal securities (the "Programme") of HANetf 

ETC Securities plc (the "Issuer"). 

This Supplement comprises a supplement in accordance with Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation and UK 

Prospectus Regulation. This Supplement has been approved by the Central Bank of Ireland (the "Central Bank"), 

as competent authority under the Prospectus Regulation and the Financial Conduct Authority (the "FCA"), as 

competent authority under the UK Prospectus Regulation. The Central Bank only approve this Supplement as 

meeting the standards of completeness, comprehensibility and consistency imposed by the Prospectus Regulation 

and the FCA only approve this Supplement as meeting the standards of completeness, comprehensibility and 

consistency imposed by the UK Prospectus Regulation. Such approval by the Central Bank and the FCA should 

not be considered as an endorsement of the Issuer and the quality of the Metal Securities that are the subject of 

the Base Prospectus. 

Right of Withdrawal 

In accordance with Article 23(2) of the Prospectus Regulation and UK Prospectus Regulation, investors in the 

United Kingdom who have already agreed to purchase or subscribe for the Metal Securities issued under the 

Programme before this Supplement is published and where the Metal Securities have not yet been delivered to 

them at the time when the significant new factor, material mistake or material inaccuracy to which this Supplement 

relates arose or was noted have the right, exercisable within three working days after the publication of this 

Supplement, to withdraw their acceptances. The right is exercisable up to, and including, 23 June 2022. Investors 

may contact the relevant Authorised Offeror(s) (as set out in the Final Terms of the relevant Securities) should 

they wish to exercise such right of withdrawal. 

Status of Supplement 

The Supplement is supplemental to, and shall be read in conjunction with, the Base Prospectus. Unless otherwise 

defined in this Supplement, terms defined in the Base Prospectus have the same meaning when used in this 

Supplement. 

Responsibility 

The Issuer accepts responsibility for the information contained in this Supplement and, to the best of its 

knowledge, the information contained in this Supplement is in accordance with the facts and does not omit 

anything likely to affect the import of such information. 

To the extent that there is any inconsistency between (a) any statement in this Supplement and (b) any other  

statement in, or incorporated by reference into, the Base Prospectus, the statements in (a) above will prevail. This 

Supplement and the Base Prospectus will be available on the website of the Issuer at 

https://www.hanetf.com/rmau-base-prospectus. 

This Supplement and the Base Prospectus will be available for viewing, and copies may be obtained from, the 

offices of the Administrator.  

 

Information being supplemented 

1 Amendments to the Base Prospectus 
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With effect from the date of this Supplement, the information appearing in the Base Prospectus shall be amended 

in the manner described below: 

(a) The name of the class of Metal Securities in issuance, being: The Royal Mint Physical Gold ETC 

shall be modified to The Royal Mint Responsibly Sourced Physical Gold ETC and all reference 

in the Base Prospectus shall be amended accordingly. 

 

(b) Paragraph 3.5 (on page 38) is modified as follows: 

 

Current Revised 

3.5 The Metal Securities are backed by physical 
Metal which is identified (whether by bar serial 
numbers or otherwise) in and recorded on the 
Issuer's account with the Custodian. More 
specifically, this Metal will be held in the Secured 
Allocated Accounts in "allocated" form as 
uniquely identifiable bars (the "Underlying 
Metal"), as identified in the Bar List published 
each London Business Day by the Issuer. The 
books and records of the Custodian evidence that 
such Metal is segregated from other metal held in 
each of its Vaults (or a Sub-custodian's Vault, 
where applicable). In order to maximise the 
efficiency of the Subscription and Redemption 
process, Metal may be held in "unallocated form" 
for a short period of time in a Secured 
Unallocated Account. 

3.5 The Metal Securities are backed by physical 
LBMA responsible sourced Metal which is 
identified (whether by bar serial numbers or 
otherwise) in and recorded on the Issuer's 
account with the Custodian. More specifically, 
this Metal will be held in the Secured Allocated 
Accounts in "allocated" form as uniquely 
identifiable bars (the "Underlying Metal"), as 
identified in the Bar List published each London 
Business Day by the Issuer. The books and 
records of the Custodian evidence that such 
Metal is segregated from other metal held in each 
of its Vaults (or a Sub-custodian's Vault, where 
applicable). In order to maximise the efficiency of 
the Subscription and Redemption process, Metal 
may be held in "unallocated form" for a short 
period of time in a Secured Unallocated Account. 

(c) A new paragraph 3.6 (on page 38) is inserted, subsequently, the old paragraph 3.6 (B Metal 

Entitlement) becomes the new paragraph 3.7 and all the following paragraph numbers change in 

sequence accordingly as follows: 

 

3.6 The Issuer will use best endeavours to ensure that the physical Metal backing the Metal Securities 
are 100% responsibly sourced. 

 

(d) A new section E. LBMA Responsible Sourcing and paragraph 5.14 (on page 56) is inserted, 

subsequently, the old section E (Unit for Delivery of Loco London Gold) and paragraph 5.14 

becomes the new section F and paragraph 5.15, and all the following section and paragraph 

numbers change in sequence accordingly as follows: 

 

E. LBMA Responsible Sourcing 

5.14 The LBMA "Responsible Sourcing Programme" is a mandatory independent audit programme for 
verifying and ensuring that the gold and silver supply chains are meeting international ethical 
standards. It expands on the Good Delivery List programme by requiring refiners to implement the 
LBMA's responsible sourcing guidance which aims to tackle widespread abuses of human rights, avoid 
contributing to conflict and to comply with high standards of anti-money laundering and to combat 
terrorist financing practices globally. Further information on the LBMA Responsible Sourcing 
Programme as of the date of this Base Prospectus can be found here: 
https://cdn.lbma.org.uk/downloads/Publications/2021/Responsible-Gold-Guidance-Version-9-Final.pdf     
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(e) Paragraph 8.20 (on page 77) is modified as follows: 

 

Current Revised 

8.20 Although the Metal Securities do not have a 
formal price benchmark, because they are backed 
by physical LBMA Gold Delivery Bars the value of 
Metal Securities on exchange should track the 
LBMA gold price. Section 5.27 describes that the 
widely accepted benchmark for physical gold is 
the London Gold Fix which is published twice a 
day at 10.30am and 3.00pm. The Administrator 
may use the 3.00pm London Gold Fix to value the 
gold in the Issuer's financial accounts which is 
freely available at: 
https://www.lbma.org.uk/prices-and-
data/precious-metal-prices#/table. 

8.20 Although the Metal Securities do not 
have a formal price benchmark, because they are 
backed by physical LBMA responsible sourced 
gold bars the value of Metal Securities on 
exchange should track the LBMA gold price. 
Section 5.27 describes that the widely accepted 
benchmark for physical gold is the London Gold 
Fix which is published twice a day at 10.30am and 
3.00pm. The Administrator may use the 3.00pm 
London Gold Fix to value the gold in the Issuer’s 
financial accounts which is freely available at: 
https://www.lbma.org.uk/prices-and-
data/precious-metal-prices#/table. 

 

(f) Definition of “The Royal Mint Physical Gold ETC Securities” (on page 96) is modified as follows: 

 

Current Revised 

“The Royal Mint Physical Gold ETC Securities” 
means the Class of Metal Securities of that name 
backed by physical gold held in a Secured 
Allocated Gold Account. 

“The Royal Mint Responsibly Sourced Physical 
Gold ETC Securities” means the Class of Metal 
Securities of that name backed by physical 
responsible sourced gold held in a Secured 
Allocated Gold Account. 
 

 

(g) Annex 2 – FAQs – A new question 29 (on page xiii) is inserted as follows: 

 

Q. What is the LBMA Responsible Sourcing Programme? 

A. The LBMA Responsible Sourcing Programme is a mandatory independent audit programme for 
verifying and ensuring that the gold and silver supply chains are meeting international ethical 
standards. Information on the Responsible Sourcing Programme can be found here: 
https://cdn.lbma.org.uk/downloads/Publications/2021/Responsible-Gold-Guidance-Version-9-Final.pdf     

 


